
CS (4)536: Exercise 1

Living with Lua

Due Noon, Friday 20 Jan

Download and install Lua. Start by downloading Lua and installing
it on some convenient computer. You may use Lua version 5.1.4 or 5.2,
which was just recently released; the differences between the versions will
not matter for this course.1

We are requesting that Lua be installed on the publicly accessible Win-
dows machines, and on CCC Unix.

Read the first couple of chapters of Programming in Lua, which is avail-
able on the web at http://www.lua.org/pil/. It was written for version
5.0, but there’s only one important change for our purposes in later versions.2

As you read the text, enter the example material into the Lua interpreter
and play around.

Skim chapter 3, but read through Section 3.6 more carefully on Table
Constructors. Play around with the table examples.

Program a Sort Routine. Download and read through the two files
http://web.cs.wpi.edu/~cs4536/c12/programs/init.lua and http://

web.cs.wpi.edu/~cs4536/c12/programs/sorting.lua. The init.lua file
has a bunch of convenient auxiliary routines, and sorting.lua implements
several different sort routines. After you read through this file, choose a

1Binaries are available at http://lua-users.org/wiki/LuaBinaries, or, for Win-
dows, at http://sourceforge.net/projects/luabinaries/files/5.2/Executables/

lua-5.2_Win32_bin.zip/download. You may want to use the editor Scite, at http:

//www.scintilla.org/SciTE.html, on Windows, or Text Wrangler, at http://www.

barebones.com/products/textwrangler/, on Macintosh.
I use Emacs on all platforms, and although it takes some energy to learn, it can change

your life. There is a lua-mode at http://immerrr.github.com/lua-mode/.
2The useful change is that, when a is an array, you can get its length by writing #a.
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sort routine that you find familiar, and, closing the existing file, re-program
it yourself. Test it on several arrays of integers.

Don’t hand in anything up to this point.

A Few Recursive Procedures on Code. In the files 1xmpl.lua to
8xmpl.lua, there are abstract syntax trees for several tiny programs in a
language Aexp for arithmetic expressions. You can see that this language
includes primitive operations for +, ∗, etc., and constants for integers, and a
let operator which declares a value for a local variable. The file syntax.txt
describes its syntax.

The file lcompile.lua contains a compiler that translates Aexp expres-
sions into byte code in the “blast” format. Blast format is a byte-level
abstract syntax tree notation, meaning a kind of byte code that is not yet
squeezed into an array of bytes (or integers). For simplicity, we will work
with blast format for a week or two.

The file lvm.lua defines a virtual machine (vm) that will execute byte
codes in blast format.

The purpose of this exercise is to give you experience writing simple
recursive procedures in Lua that operate on the abstract syntax trees of
Aexp, and on the blast output of the compiler. The first two problems
don’t mean much; they’re just meant to give you experience writing code to
traverse the abstract syntax trees (AST).

Please hand these in via turnin at URL https://turnin.cs.wpi.edu:

8088/turnin.rkt.
Use the file exercise.lua as the starting point.

1. Write a function count_vars that will count how many variable oc-
currences there are in an AST. A variable occurrence is either the
variable that is being bound in a “let”-expression, or else it is a leaf
of the AST that references the value of a variable that was bound in
a “let”-expression.

2. Write a function add_values to find the numerical values contained
as constants in an AST. Add them together and return the sum.

3. Write a function compute_length_from_blast that reads a piece of
blast code and computes its length. This would be the number of en-
tries we would need to place the blast code in an array. Each operator
will need one slot, and each argument will need one slot. You may use
the function table_from_blast_file to read the blast code out of a
file such as 8xmpl.blast.
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